Counterion condensation revisited.
We review some of the characteristic properties of the structure of polyelectrolyte solutions: the condensed layer of counterions that forms abruptly at a critical threshold charge density on the polymer chain; the more diffuse Debye-Hückel cloud, which is spatially distinct from the condensed layer; and the entropic release of counterions from the condensed layer as a driving force for the binding of oppositely charged ligands. We present a reminder of the basis of our current understanding in a variety of experiments, simulations, and theories; and we attempt as well to clarify some misunderstandings. We present a new analysis of a lattice model that suggests why the limiting laws for polyelectrolyte thermodynamics have proved to be accurate despite the neglect of polymer-polymer interactions in their original derivation. We sketch recent progress in constructing a potential between counterion and polyion. A counterion located in the interface between condensed layer and Debye cloud is repelled from the polyion, creating a sharp boundary between the two counterion populations.